List of Inventing Europe Publications, Dissemination, and Outreach Activities

Available at the time of the Final Reporting, July 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>- Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer reviewed articles in journals (published, in press or submitted)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For EUROCRIT:**


*Högselius, Per & Erik van der Vleuten (submitted), ‘Resisting change: Transnational energy regimes in transition’, in Geert Verbong & Derk Loorback (eds), Governing the energy transition (Routledge).


Lagendijk, V. (2008), ‘L’historoire de l’idée d’un système européen de l’électricité: projet, progress,
persistance’, in Annales historiques de l’électricité, 6, 57-59.


Τέλης Τύμπας, Κατερίνα Βλαντώνη, Γιάννης Γαρύφαλλος (Aristotle Tympas, Katerina Vlantoni and Giannis Garyfallos), “Τα εθνικά σύνορα ως ηλεκτρικά όρια (National borders and electric limits)”, τοπικά, Volume 13 (forthcoming, in Greek).


Van der Vleuten, Erik & Lagendijk, Vincent (2010), 'Transnational Infrastructure Vulnerability: The
### Historical Shaping of the 2006 European Blackout

*Energy Policy* 38, 4, 2042-2052.


### For EUWOL:

Esra Akcan, Turkey
- “Apology and Triumph: Memory Transference, Erasure and a Rereading of the Berlin Jewish Museum” *New German Critique* 110 (Summer 2010)
- “Towards a Cosmopolitan Ethics in Architecture: Bruno Taut’s Translations out of Germany” *New German Critique* 99, Vol. 33, No.3 Special Issue on “Modernism after Postmodernism” (Fall 2006).
- “Doğayla İç İçe Yaşamak” (Living with Nature) *Varlık* (August 2006).

Adri Albert de la Bruhèze, The Netherlands

Liesbeth Bervoets, The Netherlands
- Guest Editor with Mikael Hård. Special Issue *Home Cultures* Volume 7 Issue 2 July 2010.

Silvia Cassamagnaghi, Italy

Els De Vos, Belgium
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rien Emmery, Belgium</td>
<td>&quot;Looking past the rural idylle. “De Kat”, or televising the post-productivist countryside,&quot;</td>
<td>Belgisch Tijdschrift voor Filologie en Geschiedenis (accepted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikael Hård, Germany</td>
<td>&quot;Coping with Modernity: European Ways of Housing in the American Century,&quot;</td>
<td>special issue journal Home Cultures 7, 2 (2010): 105-238 (co-edited with Liesbeth Bervoets)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni Moretto, Italy</td>
<td>“En sovjetisk bil at flygte – Zhigulien I klemme mellem privatlivet og kollektivet I USSR”</td>
<td>Den Jyske Historiker 127-128 (September 2010).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Leen Van Molle, Belgium

Milena Veenis
- "Cola in the GDR. East German Fantasies on Western Consumption", *Enterprise and Society,* December issue 2010, in press.
- "Irony, Agency and the Fantasy of Utopia. East German Ostalgie. Submitted to American Ethnologist, currently under peer review.
- "East German Fantasies on Western Consumption. American Cola as das Echte. In: Kaiserfeld, Thomas and Per Lundin (Eds.), Euwol Anthology.*

Michael Wager, Denmark
- With Adi Albert de la Bruhèze (eds.), ”Fra Frihed til Fritid – Det Europæiske Fritidmenneske mellem Forbrug og Fornøjelse” – Special Issue *Den Jyske Historiker* 127-128 (September 2010).

For SOFT-EU:


Bogaard, Adrienne van den, ‘ Stijlen van programmeren 1952-1972’, Adrienne van den Bogaard and Gerard Alberts (eds), *Computers en hun gebruikers, een halve eeuw computergeschiedenis in Nederland* (special issue *Studium* 1-2, 2008), 44-60

* Bogaard, Adrienne van den, and Gerard Alberts, ‘Inleiding’, Adrienne van den Bogaard and Gerard Alberts (eds), *Computers en hun gebruikers, een halve eeuw computergeschiedenis in Nederland* (special issue *Studium* 1-2, 2008), 1-16

Simon Donig, “Appropriating American Technology in the 1960s: Cold War Politics and the GDR


For WWR:


Common issue to the Journal of Interdisciplinary History (JIH):


Published contributions to international conferences

For EUROCRIT:


For EUWOL:

Emilia Karaboeva, Bulgaria
Ruth Oldenziel and Mikael Hård

Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria

Karin Zachmann, Germany

For SOFT-EU:


Donig, Simon, ‘Informatik im Systemkonflikt – Der Technik- und Wissenschaftsdiskurs in der DDR’. In idem, 462-478


For WWR:


News & Views-type articles

For EUROCRIT:


Contribution to Inventing Europe online working documents:


For SOFT-EU:


Haigh, Thomas, ‘Software for Europe: workshops’, Annals of the History of Computing 30-3 (Summer 2008), 75-76


Paju, Petri, ‘ESKOlla tehtiin tiedepoliitikkaa ja teknikasta kansallista projektia’, Tieteessä tapahtuu
8/2008, 27–31. In Finnish. (They did science politics and made technology a national project by ESKO.)


Paju, Petri: Suomalaisen teknologiapolitiikan konnat ja sankarit. Kanava (journal) 2010, forthcoming. (The villains and heroes of Finnish technology policy, a review article, in Finnish.)


**For WWR:**

“El Mapa digital de Europa”, La Mañana and El Segre, Lleida, 27th May 2010

**For EUWOL:**

Esra Akcan, Turkey

**Articles in Books:**

- “A Building with Many Speakers: Turkish ‘Guest Workers’ and Alvaro Siza’s Bonjour Tristesse Housing for IBA-Berlin,” in Saloni Mathur ed. The Migrant’s Time, (Clark Institute, in press for 2010)
- “Bir Çeviri Sürecinde Türkiye ve Avusturya’lı Mimarlar” (Turkey in Translation and Architects from Austria) Exhibition Catalog, Galeri Nev, 2010

**Translated Articles:**

- “Olasılığın Tarihi: Martin Elsaesser’in Alternatif Toplu Konut Projesi ve Tarihyazımsal


Adri Albert de la Bruhèze, The Netherlands

*Articles in Books*:


Liesbeth Bervoets, The Netherlands

*Chapters in Books*:


Florence Hachez-Leroy

*Article in Books*:


*Editor in a non peer reviewed journal*:


Mikael Hård, Germany

*Book chapter*:


Ruth Oldenziel, The Netherlands

*Articles in Books*:


- "Exporting the American Cold War Kitchen: Challenging Americanization, Technology Transfer,


Per Lundin, Sweden

Articles in Books


Per Østby, Norway

Article in non peer reviewed journal:


Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria

Article in Book:


Emanuela Scarpellini, Italy

- I consumi nella storia e nella identità degli Italiani, in Povertà e impoverimento. Giovani e donne, attori di un’altra economia, a cura di F.


Karen Zachmann, Germany

Articles in Books:

- “Managing Choice: Constructing the Socialist Consumption Junction in the German Democratic


Per Østby, Norway

**Article in non peer reviewed journal:**

Terje Finstad, Norway


**Article in non peer reviewed journal:**

Michael Wagner, Denmark

**Articles in Books:**
- “Society as a Machine. The question of Technocracy in Danish History 1880-1940” in Caspar Jørgenson and Morton Pedersen (eds.), *Modernism and Rationalisation* (Kulturarvsstyrelsen, 2007)

**For SOFT-EU:**

Gerard Alberts en Max Popma, ‘Historische computer: erfgoed van de digitale evolutie’, *Erfgoed van Industrie en Techiek* 18-1 (Maart 2009), 20-28


Bogaard, Adrienne van den, ‘Informatieland’, *Informatie* 50-10 (December 2008 [anniversary volume of the Dutch ICT professional journal]), 38-41

K. Van Oudheusden (alias E.G. Daylight), ‘The Advent of Recursion & Logic in Computer Science’,


Paju, Petri: Building ‘Ilmarinen’s Finland’: computer construction as a national project in the 1950s. Tekniikan Waiheita 28(2) 2010.


Paju, Petri: Carl Robert Mannerheim teknologiayrittäjänä. Tekniikan Waiheita 28(1) 2010, 16–27. (Carl Robert Mannerheim as a technology entrepreneur, in Finnish.)


**For WWR:**


Books

As editor(s)

**For EUROCRIT:**


**For EUWOL:**

Ruth Oldenziel and Karin Zachmann, eds., (The Netherlands, Germany)

Adri Albert de la Bruhèze and Ruth Oldenziel, eds., (The Netherlands)

Per Lundin, Niklas Stenlas and Johan Gribbe, eds., (Sweden)

Yves Segers and Leen Van Molle, Belgium

Leen Van Molle, Belgium

**For SOFT-EU:**


Bogaard, Adrienne van den, and Gerard Alberts (eds), *Computers en hun gebruikers, een halve eeuw computergeschiedenis in Nederland* (special issue Studium 1-2, 2008) [in Dutch: Computers and their users; half a century of computerhistory in The Netherlands]


As author(s)

**For EUROCRIT:**

**For EUWOL:**

Esra Akcan, Turkey

Per Lundin, Sweden
- Bilsamhallet : Ideologi, expertis och regelskapande i efterkrigstidens Sverige (Stocholm: KTH, 2008)

Milena Veenis
- Materialist Dreams. East German Fantasies on Western Consumer Society (Amsterdam: Aksant, 2011).

Michael Wagner, Denmark

**For SOFT-EU :**


**For WWR:***


- Other (please define; e.g., data products, videos)

**For EUWOL:**

Thomas Kaiserfeld, Sweden
- "From sightseeing to sunbathing: Blurring German and American traditions in Swedish package tours during the 1950s and 60s" In: Inventing Europe/Tensions of Europe, Working Paper Series.

**For WWR:**

Bodenhamer D., Gregory I., Kunz A. and Paul Ell, A Place in Europe: Enhancing European Collaboration in Historical GIS. White Paper submitted to European Science Foundation in 2008


**Presentations in Scientific Meetings**

- Oral presentations (indicate invited / keynote talks)

**For EUROCRIT:**

I. Papers presented by project members at the EUROCRIT workshop *Transnational Infrastructures: Coping with Scarcity and Vulnerability*, Stockholm and Sigtuna, May 21-24, 2008:

**EUROCRIT project presentation (Arne Kaijser)**

Transnational Energy Flows and Blackout Risks in a Balkan European Context (Yiannis Garyfallos, Stathis Arapostathis & Aristotle Tympas)

From reliability to liability? Europe’s interconnected electricity network (Vincent Lagendijk & Erik van der Vleuten)

Eurocontrol: Facilitating Transnational Air Transportation in Europe, 1960-1981 (Lars Heide)

Negotiating scarcity: The natural gas contracts between Sweden and Denmark (Anna Åberg)
Depths of vulnerability: The interplay between national and international telecommunications in the Express Samina tragedy in the Aegean Sea (Katerina Vlantoni & Aristotelis Tympas)

Emergency services: Two case studies of transnational collaboration between the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium (Anique Hommels & Eefje Cleophas)

The cultural construction of criticality: the case of Soviet-designed nuclear power in Finland (Kalle Michelsen)

Nuclear electricity networks in Eastern Europe: Political, social and technological development. The case of the Bulgarian nuclear programme, 1957-1986 (Ivaylo Hristov)

Vulnerability, criticality and border: a comparative review of English, Finnish and Russian concepts used in studies of infrastructures (Tuija Mikkonen)

From Large Technical Systems to Technological Complexes: The case of the electric power industry (Lars Thue)

II. All other conference/workshop presentations by project members:

IP1:

Anna Åberg, “Constructing trust: The failure to build a natural gas pipeline between the Soviet Union and Sweden”, European University, St. Petersburg, 5 May 2010.


Anna Åberg, "Tillit på prov – Svensk-danska gasförbindelser”, presentation at the conference Teknikhistoriska dagar, Tekniska Museet, Stockholm, 8-10 April 2008.


Per Högselius, "Energy and Geopolitics”, invited talk at the Griffiths Asia Institute, Brisbane, 30 juli 2009.


Arne Kaijser, ‘The role of actors and institutions in large energy transitions. Some lessons from the past’, invited presentation at the Energy Colloquium, ETH, Zürich, 26 March 2009.

Arne Kaijser, Per Högselius and Anna Åberg, ‘The integration of energy markets across system and nation boundaries’, presentation at the AES programme conference, Katrineholm, 6-7 May 2009.


Arne Kaijser, “The Making of Contemporary Europe: Learning from the Tensions of Europe Project”, invited talk at the University of Virginia, 21 October 2009.


IP1+IP2:


*Kaijser, Van der Vuiten & Wormbs, ‘Building Europe on Infrastructures.’ Workshop Inventing Europe. A transnational history of European Integration (EUI, Florence, Italy 3-6 July 2008), 12 pp

IP2:

Keynotes/lectures:


Lagendijk, ‘Contingencies, Cooperation and Cold War: Post-WWII Electricity Network-Building in Europe’. Invited by Adri Albert de la Bruhèze to lecture at Twente University of Technology (The Netherlands), part of the the course “European History”, (Enschede, September 29, 2009).


Workshops papers:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finnish Nuclear Power Program: Comparative project for European nuclear power history. Barcelona Dec. 4th-6th 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Eastinghouse; New approaches to the technology transfer: Technische Universitet Eindhoven, Nov.7th, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnish-Soviet Nuclear Power collaboration during the Cold War; University of Helsinki, Sept 17th, 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does Technology have History, Edistyksen Päivät, University of Helsinki, Nov. 11-13. 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP4:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP5:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP6:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anique Hommels &amp; Eefje Cleophas, Emergency services: Two case studies of transnational collaboration between the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. Presented at the annual research workshop of the Science, Technology and Society research group, Maastricht University, October 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anique Hommels, In case of breakdown: Transnational collaboration and the vulnerability of emergency communication infrastructure, 4S conference October 2009, Washington DC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anique Hommels, Standardization and the vulnerability of critical infrastructures – the case of emergency communication, Center for Science Studies, University of Lancaster, May 2010.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP1:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


AP2:


For EUWOL:

Esra Akcan, Turkey

- “History of Possibility: Discarded Cases of German-Turkish Exchanges,” htc Workshop at Florida International University, Miami, November 21, 2008.

Adri Albert de la Bruhèze, University of Twente, The Netherlands.

Conference papers and paper presentations:
- “Social Tourism in the Netherlands and in Europe”, paper presented during the annual meeting of the Society for the Social Study of Science (4S), Rotterdam, The Netherlands, August 20-23, 2008.

Liesbeth Bervoets, The Netherlands

- ‘From normalized dwellings to normalized dwellers?’ The interpretative flexibility of modern housing in Europe’, ESR Workshop paper, Imagined Europeans: The European- an invention at the interface of technology and consumption, presented at the request of the Munich Centre for History and Technology, Munich, Oct 4-5, 2007.
- Standardisation Contested: European large scale housing practice in the Netherlands

Guyonne Blanchy, France
- les étiquettes de vin et la norme, conférence de Toulouse, 2 mai 2010-06-16
- Scientific meeting : les trajectoires de l'alimentation agroalimentaire et la construction européenne, Normas, marques et communications. Tours, 6 et 7 mai 2010
- "L'influence Française, le modègle Bordelais et le développement du vignoble de Mendoza de la fin du XIXe siècle à nos jours. Dissertation, defended at June 22, 2010, at Maison des Sciences de l’Homme d’Aquitaine (MSHA), Université Michel de Montaigne Bordeaux
- Packaging and transport of wine between Bordeaux and Argentina. workshop Trondheim, 11.03.2010-14.03.2010.

Christine Bounneau, France
- Politique consumériste, marché des jeunes et packaging, Perpignan, September 2008.

Sofie De Caigny, Belgium

Carole Carribon, France
- Emballages et produits thermaux, Perpignan, September 2008.

Silvia Cassamagnaghi, Italy
- “Vespa Piaggio: First Mass Motorization and Discovery of Leisure in Post-War Italy”, invited talk at the Inventing Europe Eurocores European Science Foundation workshop, Amsterdam, January 15, 2009.

Marc de Ferrière, France
- Cartonnerie, industrie de la papeterie et emballages, Perpignan, September 2008
Terje Finstad, Norway
- with Stig Kvaal and Per Østby. *Cold fusion: home freezers and the creation of frozen food consumption in Norway in the postwar years.* EUWOL workshop Sigtuna January 16-17, 2010.
- Frozen cauliflowers: Standardizing practise in the "kitchen-laboratory". (Paper+presentation). SHOT Annual meeting; Lisbon, October 11-14, 2008
- Hva har fryser med kjønn å gjøre? (What’s the link between freezers and gender, presentation). Seminar for kvinne- og kjønnsforskning (Seminar at the Centre for Gender Studies); Trondheim, September 23, 2008.
- The frozen home, the import and integration of deep freezing technologies 1940-1970. (Presentation) Cold War Technology in Europe Summer School; Greece, August 27-September 01, 2007.
- Icing Everything, the import and integration of deep freezing technologies 1940-1970. (Presentation) Cold War Technology in Europe Summer School; Greece, August 27-September 01, 2007
- Icing Everything, the import and integration of deep freezing technologies 1940-1970 (Presentation). European Way of Life in the American Century (EUWOL); Tours, January 23-26, 2008.

Florence Hachez, France
- Aluminum Can, Tours Meeting, January 2006.

Mikael Hård, Germany

Hilde Heynen, Belgium
Belgium and the Netherlands: Two Different Ways of Coping with the Housing Question’, Lecture Appropriating America, Making Europe, Inventing Europe Eurocores European Science Foundation Workshop, Amsterdam, 15-17 January 2009.


Thomas Kaiserfeld, Sweden

Conference papers and paper presentation:
- “European ‘Ways of Life’ in the American Century: Mediating Consumption and Technology in the Twentieth Century - Anthology Project“, during Euwol/Inventing Europe meeting in Lisbon, Portugal, October 9-11, 2008.
- “From sightseeing to sunbathing: Blurring German and American traditions in Swedish package tours during the 1950s and 60s”, during the ESF/Inventing Europe Conference ‘Appropriating America: Making Europe’, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, January 15-17, 2009.

Emilia Karaboeva, Bulgaria

- The Invisible Faces of the Socialist Everyday Life: The Case of Bulgarian International Truck Drivers 1959-1989, paper presented at the conference The Silence about Communism in Central and Southeastern Europe 18 years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall, 1-2 December 2007, Sofia
- Europeanization, Sovietization and Americanization through the case of the Bulgarian International truck drivers, presentation for the History of Europe Summer School in the framework of the EUROCORE Program Inventing Europe, Deutsche Museum, 8-13 September 2008, Munich.
- Lost in a dream. International truck drivers as mediators between...
Fallan Kjetil, Norway
- Cursing ‘the Chromium-plated Calf’: Norwegian fears and desires of American industrial design in the 1950s,” presented at Appropriating America – Anthology meeting in Sofia, June 16, 2010
- Cursing ‘the Chromium-plated Calf’: Norwegian fears and desires of American industrial design in the 1950s”, presented at Appropriating America – Anthology meeting in Siggtuna, January 16-17, 2010

Per Lundin (KTH, Stockholm, Sweden)
Conference papers and paper presentations:

Guest lectures:

Corinne Marache, France

Iliyana Marcheva-Atanasova, Bulgaria

Nicola Marty, France
- Les sytèmes de fermetures des bouteilles d’eau minerals, Tours Meeting, January 2008
- Le verre et les industries d’emballages, Perpignan, September 2008
Giovanni Moretto, Italy
- “Khrushchev in the USA. A ‘business trip’”, invited talk at the Inventing Europe Eurocores European Science Foundation workshop, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009.

Ruth Oldenziel, The Netherlands
- Domesticating Cold War Culture, Deutsche Gesellschaft für GMNT, Hannover, 26 September 2009 (Keynote speaker)
- Appropriating America, ESF/KNAW conference Amsterdam, 15 January 2009 (Keynote Speaker)

Stig Kvaal and Per Østby, Norway
- Sweet for the sweets and honey for my darling, Constructing trust in the Norwegian Candy Company Sector, Conference Tensions of Europe in Sofia, Food, technology and trust, Eating the American way, Sofia 17.06.10-20.06.10.
- Sweet for the sweets and honey for my darling, Constructing trust in the Norwegian Candy Business Sector, Trondheim, 11.03.2010-14.03.2010.
- Helse i hver bit? (Health in every bite?) Annual meeting, Nasjonalt folkehelseinstitutt (Norwegian Institute of Public Health), Oslo 2008-11-27

Stig Kvaal, Norway
- Om mat og menn. (On food and men.) Seminar for kvinne- og kjønnsforskning (Seminar at the Centre for Gender Studies); Trondheim, 2008-09-23 - 2008-09-23 NTNU.
- En sjokolade til begjær. (A chocolate named desire.) Lørdagsuniversitetet (Saturday University), NTNU. 2009-09-09

Per Østby, Norway
Faidra Papanelopoulou (Greece)
- ‘Fresher than fresh’? Consumers’ attitudes towards the development of the Cold Chain in post-2WW Greece, Food, technology and trust, workshop Trondheim, 11.03.2010-14.03.2010.

Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria

Dobrinka Parusheva and Iliyana Atanasova, Bulgaria

Emanuela Scarpellini, Italy
- Food and Distribution System: Small Shops and Supermarkets, invited talk at the workshop The European – An invention at the interface of technology and consumption / Der Europäer – eine Erfindung an der Schnittstelle von Technik und Konsum, Zentrum für Wissenschafts- und Technikgeschichte, München, Germany, 4-5 October 2007.
- I consumi: lo sguardo dello storico, invited talk at the workshop at the University of Milano-Bicocca, 6 February 2008.
- Consumo di massa in Europa: il momento della guerra fredda, workshop with V. De Grazia, SUM, Napoli, 3 June 2008.
- Ambivalent Americanization: Consumer Culture and Supermarkets in Italy, invited talk at the 10th EASA conference (European Association of Social Anthropologists), Ljubljana, Slovenia, August 2008.
- Discussant for the panel Standardizing the Organic – Eating the American Way?, at the SHOT conference (Society for the History of Technology), Lisbon, Portugal, 11-14 October 2008.
- Consumption and Politics in Historical Perspective, invited talk for the Center for European studies, Stanford University, USA, 14 January 2009.
- Il quadro storico: dalla belle époque a oggi, paper for the workshop
Elitsa Stoilova, Bulgaria
- The relations between European countries through the lens of food producing and consumption (1965-2000). The case of Bulgarian yoghurt, paper presented at the Inventing Europe ESF and Tensions of Europe summer school ‘Cold war technology’, 27 August – 1 September 2007, Chios (Greece) and Izmir (Turkey)
- Bulgarian Dairy Industry Meets the (West) European, 1910-1940, paper presented at the workshop of the research group ‘The Homo Europaeus between Research and Market’ The European - an Invention at the Interface of Technology and Consumption, 4-5 October 2007, Deutsches Museum, Munich, Germany
- Modernization and Standardization of Bulgarian Yoghurt Production (1930s-1950s) paper presented at the ‘History of Technology Workshop’, 12-13 June 2009, University of Sofia, Sofia, Bulgaria.
- Hazards and control: HACCP implementation in the Bulgarian food sector, paper presentation for the EUWOL workshop Food, technology and trust – exploring European foodways in the American century, Trondheim, 12-14 March 2010.

Milena Veenis, The Netherlands
- "East German Fantasies about the Western Consumersociety", Contec seminar Eindhoven University of Technology, January 31, 2008.
- "Oost Duitse fantasieën over de westere consumptiemaatschappij", invited lecture, Nijmegen University, April 4, 2008.
- "The Role of Consumption in East German Politics of Identity", invited lecture, University of Amsterdam, April 25, 2008
Els De Vos, Belgium


Michael Wagner, Denmark

**Conference Papers and paper presentations:**

- “The construction of a Danish Automobile Culture Leisure Car Mobility or the History of Sunday Driving”, during the annual meeting of the Society for Social Studies of Science (4S) & European Association for the Study of Science and Technology (EASST), Rotterdam, The Netherlands, 20-23 August 2008.
- “We Drive to do the Tour. Appropriating the car by touring in Denmark”, during the annual meeting of Society for the History of Technology (SHOT), Lisbon, Portugal, October 11-14, 2008.
- “A contribution to the story of Sunday driving and the car holiday.” Danish Historical Association National Meeting at the University of Copenhagen, August 21-22, 2009.

**Keynote talks:**

- “Users matter. The construction of an automobile culture in Denmark”. Key note speaker at the Annual meeting of The Danish Society for the History of Technology Erhvervsarkivet, Aarhus, Denmark, September 27, 2008.
- “Leisure Life in the 20th Century: Leisure and Family, Consumption and the Good Life” at the Danish Historical Association National Meeting at the University of Copenhagen, August 21-22, 2009.
Guest Lecture:

- "The History of Danish Automobile Culture" at the Institute for History and Area Studies at Aarhus University, Denmark, May 12, 2010.

Jean-Pierre Williot, France
- Transnationalism in food history ways of exploration, Lisbon, October 2008.

Karin Zachmann, Germany

Oral presentations:
- Paper presentations:
  - Atomic Food for Peace, paper presentation at the SHOT-conference Lisbon, October 10, 2008
  - Promoting Peace, Preserving Perishables, Producing Profits? Atomic Food in Cold War Europe, Invited lecture at the History Department, Carnegie-Mellon-University Pittsburgh, October 14, 2009
  - (Cold War) Technologies: Political Constructs, Material Practices, Cultural Meanings, invited lecture at the Max-Planck-Institute of the History of Science Berlin, June 1, 2010

Meglena Zlatkova, Bulgaria

For SOFT-EU:

Workshop, Prague & Hejnice, September 2007


Gerard Alberts and Adrienne van den Bogaard, ‘Compilers, operating systems and software’, *Software for Europe Project Inaugural Workshop*, Prague & Hejnice, September 2007


Gerard Alberts, ‘Introduction of the Software for Europe project’ [invited public lecture], *ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography, public session with IMAG*, Grenoble, January 22, 2008

Gerard Alberts, ‘Survey of ALGOL historiography’ [key introduction], *ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations* [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008

Gerard Alberts, ‘SOFTWARE, historisch onderzoek’, invited talk at committee for Standardisation of Programming Languages, Delft (NL), NEN, April 18, 2008


Gerard Alberts, ‘IBM as an American Icon’, [plenary talk at] *Appropriating America, Making Europe* [EUWOL/SOFT-EU Eurocores networking event], Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009


Gerard Alberts, ‘Sounds for comfort of computer users in the 1950s’, ICHST August 2009


Gerard Alberts, ‘“Metaprogramming”. Michael Mahoney on what was being automated’, SIGCIS conference *Michael Mahoney and the histories of computing(s)*, Pittsburgh, October 18, 2009

Gerard Alberts, ‘Mathematization and mathematical modeling’, Colloquium SVSHM, Prague, January 23, 2010

* Gerard Alberts, Simon Donig, Helena Durnova, ‘Comecon Computers’. Computing History Day and


*Adrienne van den Bogaard & Petri Paju, ‘Historiography of IBM in Europe’ [key introduction], ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008

Adrienne van den Bogaard, ‘Compilers, operating systems, and software’, Software for Europe Project Inaugural Workshop, Prague & Hejnice, September 2007


Helena Durnová, ‘Sovietization of Czechoslovak computing and its underground Americanization’, Appropriating America, Making Europe, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009


Helena Durnová, ‘Sovietization of Czechoslovak computing: a story of hidden Americanization,
Europeanization, or Globalization?, Summer School Europeanization, Globalization, Americanization, Sovietisation: Conceptual Tools of Framing the History of Technology in Europe, Deutsches Museum, Munich, 8-13 September 2008 [EUROCORES-Inventing Europe].


Helena Durnová, ‘Transnational effort in the history of computing: the ALGOL effort’, ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008


Helena Durnová, Western effort, international ALGOL 60: compiler construction in Czechoslovakia in the early 1960s XXIII. IUHPS/DHST Congress, Budapest, July 28-August 2, 2009


Thomas Haigh, ‘The Software Crisis Reconsidered’, ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008


Sandra Mols, ‘Studying the Algol Bulletin’, ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008


Mols, S., 2009, January 30: Talk entitled “L’ordinateur, (dis-)continuité dans l’élaboration des savoirs en cristallographie, 1912-c1955,” at the Centre d'Histoire des Sciences et Techniques, Louvain-la-Neuve, on the history of the computerisation of crystallographic practices in Cambridge and Leeds, UK, during the 1950s. The focus is to be on the daily management and troubles experienced by crystallographers while using early days’ electronic digital computers.


Mols, S., 2008, October: Inventing Europe general meeting, Lisbon, Portugal, including SOFT-EU operational meeting; at http://www.tensionsofeurope.eu/Activities.asp?ev=7&wh=Inventing%20Europe


Mols, S., 2008, July: 3 Societies “Connecting Disciplines” Conference, Oxford, UK: Talk in collaboration with Marie d’Udekem-Gevers on 1950s Belgian computer research, with a special focus on the making and legacy of the Machine Mathématique IRSIA-FNRS. It was commented about the ways the computer originated in a coming together of transdisciplinary collaboration towards the learning of Anglo-Saxon computing; http://www.bshs.org.uk/bshs/conferences/other_bshs_meetings/three_societies_meeting/

Mols, S., 2008, May 16: Centre Interfacultaire d’Etude en Histoire des Sciences, UCL, Louvain-la-Neuve: Talk in collaboration with Marie d’Udekem-Gevers on 1950s Belgian computer research. The talk told the story of the Machine Mathématique IRSIA-FNRS in relation to its sources in the US and in relations to the ways it got reshaped by the affectation of local staff to its construction


Mols, S., 2008, March: Science Museum, London: Participation to a Inventing Europe workshop towards the elaboration of a website valourising the results outputs of the ESF Inventing Europe programme, including SOFT-EU. The website is to be put soon on line under the title Europe, Interrupted.

Mols, S., 2008, January: SOFT-EU Workshop in Grenoble. ALGOL, IBM and the Software Crisis, St Pierre de Chartreuse, France, 2008, http://soft-eu.aconit.org/; Talks on (a) the history of the Algol effort as achievable through the Algol Bulletin and (b) on the history of 1950s Belgian computing, with an emphasis on the channel of penetration of Anglo-Saxon technological know-how.

Mols, S., 2007, November: Talk at the Séminaire d'histoire de l'informatique à l'Université de Paris-Sorbonne; organiser: Pierre Mounier-Kuhn : talk on first results on Belgian computing history as suggested through research achieved during the PhD and first development while at the CITA, FUNDP.


Sandra Mols, 2009, November 18: ‘Trajectoires de l’ordinateur et ’échec’ technologique en Belgique, c1945-c1975. De la Machine IRSIA-FNRS à la MBLÉ’ [invited talk], as part of the Séminaires HiTi, University of Paris Sorbonne


David Nofre Mateo, ‘“The Algol effort”: early computer science in postwar Europe (1950-1960)’, *Appropriating America, Making Europe*, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009


Petri Paju, ‘IBM in Post-war Europe: Europeanizing an icon of Americanization?’, Appropriating America, Making Europe, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009

Petri Paju, presentation based on the PhD. in Helsinki Univ. of Technology, IT Dep. Espoo 28.11.2008. [invited talk]

Petri Paju, presentation based on the PhD. for the Turku Historical Association, Turku 26.11.2008. [invited talk]


Petri Paju 24.10.2008, Presenting the SOFT-EU IBM-research project. In a meeting for researchers of Digital Culture. Univ. of Turku, Pori Unit.


Hannu Salmi, ‘Cultural History, the Possible and the Problem of Plenitude’, Inaugural Conference of the International Society for Cultural History, Ghent, Belgium, 27–31 August 2008


Ksenia Tatarchenko, ‘INRIA – Akademgorodok, Networks in Cooperation’, ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations [SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop], Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008


Ksenia Tatarchenko, ‘IFIP vs. IFIPS: an early history of the International Federation of Information Processing as a “trading zone” between “Americanization” and “Sovietization” ’, Appropriating America, Making Europe, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009


Jeff Yost, ‘Computer Services, Services Brokerages, and the NACCB’, Software for Europe Project Inaugural Workshop, Prague & Hejnice, September 2007

Jeff Yost, ‘Appropriation and (In)dependence: Examining the British Tabulating Machine Company (BTM), IBM, and Burroughs at the Advent of the Computer Industry’, Appropriating America, Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009


For WWR:
Ian Gregory:
Social Science History Assoc, Miami (25/10/08) “Where can I get the train? Accessibility to railway transport in Great Britain, 1840-1950”=


European Social Science History Conference (13/4/10) “Railroads, population growth and economic development: a comparison between Britain and Turkey” (with Y. Kustepeli)

European Social Science History Conference (13/4/10) “Where can I get the train? Accessibility to railway transport in Great Britain, 1840-1911”

Invited speaker at First EUWOL Conference, (23-26/1/08) Tours “Geographical Information Systems and the study of social change”

Invited speaker at the 1st International Symposium on Digital Humanities for Japanese Arts and Culture (27/2/09) “A Place in the Digital Humanities: Using GIS to better understand humanities geographies”

Invited speaker at a plenary session of 4th Annual Humanities in the European Research Area (HERA) Conference and 1st European Conference for Collaborative Humanities Research (8/10/08) “Time-enabled GIS as a Humanities research infrastructure for Europe”

Invited speaker at Network of Experts Centres Workshop, Digital Technology: Its role in Humanities Research, Sheffield (13/10/08) “From historical censuses to Lake District Literature: Uses of GIS in the humanities”

Invited speaker at a Faculty seminar at Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto (3/6/08) “Using GIS to understand space and time in the Digital Humanities”

Invited speaker at a plenary session of 4th Annual Humanities in the European Research Area (HERA) Conference and 1st European Conference for Collaborative Humanities Research (8/10/08) “Time-enabled GIS as a Humanities research infrastructure for Europe”

Invited speaker at a Faculty seminar at Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto (3/6/08) “Using GIS to understand space and time in the Digital Humanities”


Andreas Kunz:


Crossing international borders: the cases of Dutch and Belgium railways, 1835-1940. Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference on the History of Transport, Traffic and Mobility (T2M) : Energy and innovation, 5-8 November 2009, Lucerne Switzerland


Papers presented at Global History Conference in Dresden (July 3 – 5th 2008) and the conference of the Society of the History of Technology in Lisbon (October 12-14th 2008). The presentation at the last conference was in a session organised together with project partners Ian Gregory and Andreas Kunz
Robert Schwartz:


2007 “Geography of Population Change in France, 1851-1931” with Thomas Thevenin, Social Science History Association, Chicago, November 16.

Jordi Marti-Henneberg, all by invitation:


Towards the Historical Cartography of Population Distribution: New Results from the Spanish Historical GIS. Social Science Histori Association, Chicago, October 2007, with A. Pueyo, A. Simón, F.-J. Tapiador and R. Bradshaw


Thomas Thevenin:


and COCHEY E., «38 years of Time Geography – From the conceptual Framework to the temporal GIS» In Social Science for History Association conference, Miami, 23-26 October 2008.


- Posters

For EUROCRIT:
Poster presentation at Inventing Europe: A Transnational History of European Integration, ESF-supported workshop at the European University Institute at Florence, Italy, 3-6 July 2008.

For EUWOL:
Guyonne Blanchy, France
- Food packaging illustrated by the development of vineyard’s industry and the influence of
French network, Lisbon, October 2009.

Silvia Cassamagnaghi, Italy

Florence Hachez-Leroy, France
- “Food Packaging and Materials History”, EUWOL workshop on Transnationalism, 9-10 October 2008, Lisbon, Portugal.

Emilia Karaboeva, Bulgaria

Elitsa Stoilova, Bulgaria
- Transnational Approach to the Manufacturing and Exporting Authenticity of Bulgarian Yoghurt, EUWOL workshop on Transnationalism, Lisbon October 9-10, 2008.

For SOFT-EU:


- Other (please define)

For EUROCRIT:

The project has organized six workshops:

Utrecht, 8-9 November 2007

Stockholm/Sigtuna, 21-24 May 2008

Lisbon, 9-10 October 2008

Helsinki, 10-13 May 2009

Athens, 17-20 December 2009

Sofia, 17 June 2010

For EUWOL:

Liesbeth Bervoets, The Netherlands

Organization Double Conference Session:
- Coping with Modernity: European Ways of Housing in the American Century SHOT-conference
Lisbon October 9-11 2008.

Adri Albert de la Bruhèze

Organization of Conference sessions:

Paper Commentator during Conferences:

Mikael Hård

Paper Commentator during Conferences:

Thomas Kaiserfeld

Paper commentator during conferences:

Per Lundin (KTH, Stockholm, Sweden)

Paper commentator during conferences:

Per Østby, Norway
- with Karin Zachmann: Organizer of session Food, technology and trust, Eating the American way at the International Conference Tensions of Europe in Sofia 17.06.10-20.06.10.
- with Marc de Ferrière and Karin Zachmann: Organizer of International workshop in
- Trondheim: Food, technology and trust, Trondheim, 11.03.2010-14.03.2010.
  - Organiser of session of at SHOT: Standardising the organic : Eating the American Way, SHOT Annual meeting; Lisbon, Oct 1—14, 2008.

Dobrinka Parusheva (together with Ivan Tchalakov, EUROCRIT CRP in Inventing Europe), Bulgaria
- Organisation of Workshops and Conferences
- Final ESF EUROCORES Inventing Europe & Fourth Tensions of Europe conference “Technology & East-West Relation: Transfers, parallel histories, and European laboratory”, Sofia University, 17-20 June 2010

Michael Wagner, Denmark
Organization of Conferences and conference sessions:
- Conference Session “Leisure Life in the 20th Century” at the Danish Historical Association National Meeting at the University of Copenhagen, August 21-22, 2009.

For SOFT-EU:


Public Outreach:

- Press releases

For EUWOL:

Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria
- Information in many daily newspapers in Bulgaria through the Information Agency FOKUS re: Final ESF EUROCORES Inventing Europe & Fourth Tensions of Europe conference “Technology & East-West Relation: Transfers, parallel histories, and European laboratory”, Sofia University, 17-20 June 2010

Stig Kvaal, Norway
- Kjøkkenbløffen (The kitchen hoax), VG, 09.06.10
- National / international Newspaper articles (presenting your CRP or part of your work)

Milena Veenis
For SOFT-EU:


- National / international Newspaper articles (presenting your CRP or part of your work)

For EUROCRIT:


For SOFT-EU:

Paju, Petri, ‘Suomen Ensi-tietokoneesta 50 vuotta’, Helsingin Sanomat 21.10.2008, D2. In Finnish. (50 years from the first computer in


For WWR:


- TV appearance

**For EUROCRIT:**


**For EUWOL:**

Silvia Cassamagnaghi, Italy

Stig Kvaal, Norway
- En sjokolade til begjær. (A chocolate named desire.) NRK2, (The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, television, channel 2) 2010-04-03

Elitsa Stoilova, Bulgaria

- Radio appearance

**For EUROCRIT:**


Michelsen, Karl-Erik, Ydinvoiman tulo Suomeen. YLE-Finland, Tiedekahvila, November 2008.

**For EUWOL:**

Silvia Cassamagnaghi, Italy

Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria
- Interview for the Radio Sofia related to the Final ESF EUROCORES Inventing Europe & Fourth Tensions of Europe conference “Technology & East-West Relation: Transfers, parallel histories, and European laboratory”, Sofia University, 17-20 June 2010

Stig Kvaal and Per Østby
- Sjokoladens historie I. (The history of chocolate I), NRK P1 (The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, radio, channel 1), Norgesglasset. May 10, 2009
- Sjokoladens historie II. (The history of chocolate II), NRK P1 (The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, radio, channel 1), Norgesglasset June 10, 2009.
- Sjokoladens historie III. (The history of chocolate III), NRK P1 (The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation, radio, channel 1), Norgesglasset October 7, 2009
Elitsa Stoilova, Bulgaria
- Interview for the TV channel Evrocom Bulgaria, related to the International ESF Inventing Europe workshop “Technology and the Making of Europe, South East European Perspectives”, 28 February 2008, Plovdiv.

Milena Veenis

For SOFT-EU:


Mounier-Kuhn, Pierre-E., 30 min. interview on France Culture ("Place de la Toile") on the history of computing in France, 2 April 2010.

Mounier-Kuhn, Pierre-E., 30 min. interview on France Culture ("Science publique"), on "La France a-t-elle raté le train de l’informatique?"), 14 May 2010.

- Other (please define)

For EUROCRIT:

Högselius, P., interview for the Swedish daily Svenska Dagbladet, ”Miljarder satsas på stormsäkert elnät”, 18 januari 2009.


Hommels, A., interview for Maastricht University magazine Observant, “Mayday, need immediate assistance, over”. Research on communication system for emergency services. 8 January 2009

For EUWOL:

Florence Hachez-Leroy

*Museum:*
- Musée des Arts et Métiers, Paris. Member of the Scientific Committee “Food Packaging Project”, for renewal of the permanent exhibition "Materials".

Leen van Molle, Belgium
- Chair Double Session: Coping with Modernity: European Ways of Housing in the American Century SHOT-conference October 9-11- 2008, Lisbon.

Ruth Oldenziel, The Netherlands
- Organization & Program Committee, ESF Networking Conference Appropriating America,
- Program Committee, ESF Euwol Workshop, Tours, France, January 2008.
- Plenary Discussion Appropriating America: Personal View from the Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities, ESF Networking Workshop Appropriating America, Amsterdam, January 15, 2009.

Dobrinka Parusheva, Bulgaria

Elitsa Stoilova, Emilia Karaboeva, Jiri Janac, and Ivailo Hristov (Bulgaria, Czech Republic)

For SOFT-EU:


Gerard Alberts, ‘Introduction of the Software for Europe project’, ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography, public session with IMAG


‘Cultuurgeschiedenis van de informatica’ Gerard Alberts interviewed. Informatie 50-10 (December 2008 [anniversary volume of the Dutch ICT professional journal]), 14-19

Gerard Alberts, ‘Increased connectedness, more codes for the citizen; The growth of information machinery in twentieth century culture’, Keynote lecture, symposium The connected world, Eindhoven, May 17, 2010


Obituaries, in newspapers:


Helena Durnová, ‘Antonín Svoboda (1907-1980)’, public talks:
- Seminar for history of mathematics, astronomy, and informatics, Prague, November 10, 2009
- Seminar of the Mathematical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Prague, January 29, 2010
- Faculty of Information Technologies, Brno University of Technology, May 26, 2010

Helena Durnová, ‘Mathematicians at mathematical machines’, public talk:
- Seminar for history of mathematics, Faculty of Sciences, Masaryk University, Brno, March 23, 2009
- Seminar for history of mathematics, FJFI, Czech Technical University, Prague, March 3, 2010
- Seminar of the Department mathematics, Pedagogical faculty, Masaryk University, Brno, March 17, 2010

**Other Activities / Products**

- Patents

- Websites

**For EUROCRIT:**

www.eurocrit.eu

**For EUWOL:**

Marc de Ferrière le Vayer, France
- WWW.ECA.Ferrière.org and a wiki protected by password, www.eca.Ferrière.org/wiki/

Stig Kvaal, Norway
- En sjokolade til begjær. (A chocolate named desire.) iTunesU
  http://itunes.ntnu.no/rss/talks/kunnskapsk.xml

**For SOFT-EU :**

Petri Paju, project web-site, preliminary: http://users.utu.fi/petpaju/ibm/

Software for Europe Inaugural workshop website:

Project meeting website: http://soft-eu.aconit.org/ ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations, SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop, Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008
The project has a protected sharepoint-website and a mailing list

- Other (please define)

**For EUROCRIT:**


Two sessions, organized by CRP team members at Inventing Europe Workshop on Technology and the Making of Europe: South East European Perspective, Plovdiv, Bulgaria, 28 February – 1 March 2008:  
Session on Infrastructures in SEE; Session on transnational history’s methods and availability of data sources

**For SOFT-EU:**

Exhibition
Gerard Alberts, concept for Bliep-Bliep, exhibition on sound and the use of computers, opening in Nemo, Amsterdam, February 11, 2009

Conferences and sessions at conferences
*Helena Durnova, Gerard Alberts, organizers

With public session of September 10 in Prague

*Thomas Haigh, organizer, Trevor Pinch, commentator
Session ‘Symbolic internationalism. Computing, users and international agenda’s’, at  
Presentations:  
Corinna Schlombs, ‘Policy Machines: Shaping European Computer Users’  
Helena Durnova, ‘Socialist Internationalism and its Limits in Czechoslovak Computing’

*Pierre E. Mounier Kuhn and Gerard Alberts, organizers

*ALGOL, IBM and Software Crisis, the state of historiography in transnational interpretations*, SOFT-EU/EUROCRIT Workshop, Grenoble/St Pierre de Chartreuse, January 20-24, 2008  
With public session January 21 in cooperation IMAG (Univerity of Grenoble)

*Gerard Alberts and Helena Durnova, organizers

*Software for Europe Meeting*, 8-9 October 2008, pre-SHOT meeting in Lisbon.

*Corinna Schlombs, organizer, Gerard Alberts, chair, Eden Medina, commentator
Session ‘Computing at transnational crossroads; technology and politics in the cold war’, at SHOT  
Annual conference, Lisbon, October 10-14, 2008  
Presentations  
Ksenia Tatarchenko, ‘Visiting Akademgorodok Computing Center: a portrait of Siberian computing from international perspective’

**Ruth Oldenziel, Gerard Alberts, David Nofre Mateo, Milena Veenis, Rosa Knorrin
ga, organizers Appropriating America, Making Europe (Euwol & Soft-Eu networking event), Amsterdam, January 15-17, 2009

Gerard Alberts, organizer
SOFT-EU business meeting, satellite to Appropriating America, Amsterdam, January 15 & 17, 2009

Gerard Alberts e.a. organizers, Nu voor later, conference on contemporary heritage by the example of computer heritage; Scen Foundation for Computer Heritage in The Netherlands, February 11, 2009
Gerard Alberts, organizer, session ‘3. De brug van hebbeding naar icoon. Type versus Biografie’

*Sandra Mols, organizer
Presentations
Gerard Alberts, ‘From sounds to software: using computers in 1960. A background to the project Software for Europe’

*Gerard Alberts, Helena Durnova, Tom Misa, Maria Bardosova, organizers Symposium ‘Iron curtains and immaterial instruments; the circulation of software and computer science in Cold War Europe’, at Ichst, Budapest, July 29-August 2, 2009
Slava Gerovitch, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA, ‘The Feedback of Fear: American and Soviet (Mis)Perceptions of the Other Side’s Cybernetics Agenda’
Paul R. Josephson, Colby College, Maine, USA, ‘Russian Computing, Before and After 1991’
Izabela Bondecka-Krzykowska, Marlena Solak, Anna Ren-Kurc, Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznań, Poland, ‘Jacek Karpinski - a Polish Bill Gates?’
Alena Šolcová, Czech Technical University, Prague, The Czech Republic, ‘Vladimír Vand (1911-1968) and scientific computing’
Laur Kanger, University of Tartu, Estonia, ‘Reasons for the failure of Soviet Estonian PC project Juku’
Mária Bardosová Tyndall National Institute, Cork, Ireland and Institute of Informatics Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak Republic, ‘Science and Politics Intertwined: Slovak Computing in the International Context’
*David Nofre, Gerard Alberts, Informatics Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, ‘Turning programming language into working technology: compiler construction at the Amsterdam Mathematical Center 1960’
Helena Durnová, Brno University of Technology, The Czech Republic, ‘Western effort, international ALGOL 60: compiler construction in Czechoslovakia in early 1960s’
Gerard Alberts, moderator, Eastern European computer pioneers’ roundtable


Liesbeth de Mol, Gent, ‘Programming the ENIAC before its rewiring. The case of the Lehmers’ program’

Maarten Bullynck, Paris, ‘Curry’s study of inverse interpolation on the ENIAC. From a concrete problem to the problem of program composition’

Janet Martin-Nielsen, Toronto, ‘“It was all connected”: Computers and linguistics in postwar America’

Gerard Alberts, Amsterdam; David Nofre, Amsterdam; Helena Durnova, Brno, ‘The state of research on “the Algol effort” in Software for Europe’

Karel van Oudheusden, Amsterdam, ‘The Advent of Recursion & Logic in Computer Science’.

Helena Durnová, organizer, session with pioneers at the Conference *Věda a technika v českých zemích 1945-1960*, Národní technické muzeum, Praha, October 21, 2009


Web: http://poincare.univ-nancy2.fr/Activites/?contentId=6803

Talks by a.o.

L. De Mol, Universiteit Gent, Belgium, ‘From Practices of Mathematical Logic to a Natural Law? The Case of Alonzo Church and Emil Post’

H.K. Sørensen, Aarhus University, Denmark, ‘Experimental Mathematics and the Notion of Proof’

Gerard Alberts, organizer, satellite SOFT-EU business meeting at FINAL ESF EUROCORES PROGRAMME INVENTING EUROPE & 4th TENSIONS OF EUROPE CONFERENCE, Sofia, June 17-20, 2010

*Gerard Alberts and Helena Durnová, organizers, session ‘Cold War vs Postwar’ at FINAL ESF EUROCORES PROGRAMME INVENTING EUROPE & 4th TENSIONS OF EUROPE CONFERENCE, Sofia, June 17-20, 2010

Commentator: David Ellwood

Papers

James Sumner, University of Manchester, ‘Decline, defiance and display: visions of the computer in early Cold War Britain’

Corinna Schlombs, University of Pennsylvania, ‘Productivity Machines or Automation Technology? Transatlantic Circulation and Appropriation of Computing Technology in the early Cold War years’

David Nofre, University of Amsterdam, ‘An affair of national interest: the US, Europe, and the launch of the Unesco International Computation Centre (1946-1951)’


Gerard Alberts, organizer, session ‘Styles and places of software production’ at at FINAL ESF EUROCORES PROGRAMME INVENTING EUROPE & 4th TENSIONS OF EUROPE CONFERENCE, Sofia, June 17-20, 2010

Commentator: Tom Misa

Papers

Karel van Oudheusden, Gerard Alberts, David Nofre, ‘Algolcompilers as ways of knowing, the Dutch case’

Helena Durnová, ‘The Importance of Being a Curtain: Embracing ALGOL across the Iron Curtain’
Petri Paju, ‘IBM and nationalism in a small European country: international and transnational evidence’
Thomas Haigh, ‘Crisis, What Crisis?’ Reconsidering the Software Crisis of the 1960s and the Origins of Software Engineering’

*Gerard Alberts, David Nofre, Helena Durnova, Hannu Salmi, William Aspray, organizers, History of Software, European Styles, Lorentz Center Workshop, Leiden, September 13-17, 2010
With public session and exhibition September 15, in cooperation with Museum Boerhaave